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Our vision emerges from the Quaker belief that there is that of the 

divine in each person:  we are dedicated to fostering a living and 

working space where people of different races, backgrounds and 

identities come together, respect each other’s perspectives and 

honor the gifts that each person brings.

Welcome to  
Kendal-Crosslands  
Communities

Values and Practices tie our 

communities together. We 

share them with staff, board 

members, residents and those 

interested in our community.

Lisa M. Marsilio 
Chief Executive Officer

Kendal-Crosslands Communities’ longstanding history of diversity, 

equity and inclusion is deeply rooted in our Quaker values. For 

nearly 50 years, we have embraced all people to live, work and 

volunteer on our board, creating a welcoming environment. The 

desire to be an inclusive community is natural to our beliefs and 

essential to our core strategic and operational priorities.

As the first woman chief executive officer at Kendal-Crosslands 

Communities, I am energized by our commitment which is 

renewed each day in the love and compassion shared between 

residents, staff and leadership.  We know greater representation 

of people leads to a greater diversity of thought, services and 

support. I am happy to share some highlights of our work that 

speak to our commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion.



As we continue to explore new ways to build towards a more inclusive environment, 

we look forward to continued growth and learning experiences that will help us fulfill 

the needs of all persons and explore how we can best serve a diverse population.  We 

anticipate working with the Kendal System and examining a collaborative approach 

for these efforts.  We will determine the appropriate infrastructure to support our 

proposals and how we can build upon a cohesive structure to reinforce our efforts. 

There is more to be done. But our commitment to prioritize and invest in diversity, 

equity and inclusion is made with the people and community here in mind.

We will continually re-evaluate how to better serve our mission through more 

equitable systems and processes. Our Long-Range Plan will move us ahead with 

applying the imperatives of our strategic vision.

Looking 
Ahead
As we sharpen our focus on 

the future of Kendal-Crosslands 

Communities we remain 

committed to ensuring our 

campuses are welcoming 

spaces for all, where each 

individual is heard, valued 

and loved.



Resident Engagement
• Conducted a “Welcoming Diversity” conference that 

explored new ideas and examined thought-provoking 
concepts 

• Formed committees to raise awareness and educate and 
promote diverse programming

• Joined a small group to support the formation of the Chester 
Charter Scholars Academy for Chester, Pennsylvania students

• Participated in intergenerational activities with local 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU)

• Residents led the effort to create After-The-Bell, a free after 
school program that serves a diverse population of students

At Kendal-Crosslands Communities, our values are 
infused in our daily living and working environments.

The Kendal-Crosslands’ 

environment brings together 

more than programs, services 

and amenities. It brings 

meaningful relationships that 

put the “spirit of community” 

into our daily living.



• Celebrate staff member uniqueness with events that 
spotlight cultural foods and traditional garments

• Provide training for managers on social differences and 
diversity topics

• Offer benefits that support staff members’ well-being in a 
wholistic approach

• Lead diversity committees that create opportunities to 
celebrate multiculturalism and an inclusive environment

Staff Achievements

Roger Polius 
Senior Director of Human Resources

When we strive to live up to our Values every 
day, we share the priceless gifts in each of us.



• Sponsored the Women of Excellence Luncheon and Conference in 
Philadelphia

• Over 100 residents trained as an English as a Second Language tutor

• Sponsored numerous local diverse non-profit organizations 
throughout Southern Chester County

• Founded the Kennett area MLK Day of Sharing

Supporting our neighbors
Outreach



... Hosted the American 
Association of Black 
Engineers for a monthly 
education meeting on the 
Gold LEED cottages and 
treatment plant

... Explored 
opportunities 
with HBCUs for 
partnerships such 
as establishing 
nursing 
programs, 
hosting alumni 
for education 
programs and 
developing 
programs with 
students and 
residents

... Supplied close to 
1,000 toys for a local 
child day care that 
assists low-income 
families

Kendal at Longwood’s  

Inter-generational Initiatives 

Committee led a group of 

resident volunteers and students 

from nearby Lincoln University, 

a Historically Black College and 

University, into an inspired and 

transformative experience.  



• Requested to speak at industry conferences on community 
diversity work and programs

• Recognized by the Kendal System for best practices

• Awarded by the MLK CommUNITY of the Greater Kennett 
Square Area as the most prominent supporter

• Received LeadingAge National Diversity Award for the 
community’s work with the Chester Charter Scholars Academy

Acknowledgment  
     from Peers

Chester County MLK CommUNITY Board

Chester Charter Scholars Academy



• Approach advertising with the priority of inclusive 

representation in production and in audience reach

• Write articles about prominent local persons of color and the 

work in community on diversity and justice

• Secured television coverage with CBS Philadelphia’s  

“Brotherly Love” segment on the work with the Chester 

Scholars Academy

• Placed radio advertising on a predominantly black radio 

station

Publicity and 
Communications

Our approach to messaging 
plays out in a number of 
significant ways.



Kendal-Crosslands Communities is a Life Plan Community located 

in Kennett Square, Pennsylvania.  We offer Independent Living 

cottages and apartments, Personal Care and Skilled Nursing, all 

nestled on over 500 acres of rolling countryside in the heart of 

the Brandywine Valley.  We aspire to be an even more inclusive 

community and especially invite all people to live and work with 

us in a lively and nurturing culture infused with Quaker values.



KCC.Kendal.org  | admissions@kcc.kendal.org
800-216-1920

P.O. Box 100
Kennett Square, PA 19348
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